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An immediate sensation of lychees and rose petals, 

balanced by a wonderful acidity. 

No residual sugar required – this is the art of 

Andreas Bender. 
 

 

Andreas Bender Kulina Gewürztraminer 
 

Making wines in both Mosel and in the Pfalz, winemaker Andreas Bender displays an unerring capacity to create a 

compelling balance of fruit and acidity. Colleagues refer to him as a “Maverick from the Mosel.” It is a fitting name 

for the unconventional and passionate winemaker. On one hand Andreas is very modern, especially in his label 

design, but also in the style of his wines. On the other hand, in contrast to his modern side, Andreas is also an 

absolute traditionalist who confidently believes in the “controlled doing nothing.” Growing up in vineyards, 

Andreas worked in the vineyard and he created his first wine at the age of 13. Seeking challenges and constantly 

learning about vine growing and wine making, Andreas studied Viticulture & Enology at Geisenheim and later 

practiced in the USA, France, Austria and Italy. Andreas decided to fulfill his dream of having his own winery in 

2008, starting his winery in his hometown of Leiwen on the Mosel. 

 

Sustainable Farming 

”The most important thing is first-class grapes from prime locations" 

~Andreas Bender 

 

Andreas uses traditional and classic vineyard management practices, with profound 

respect for terroir. A Négociant Éleveur, Bender's wines are made from a combination 

of fruit from his own vineyards, and grapes from trusted growers who grow to his 

specifications: sustainable farming practices, hand-picked, gentle handling of the 

grapes. His minimalistic, let nature run its course, approach governs the entire wine 

making season from vine to grape to bottle. 

Low Intervention Wine Making 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Red Slate at Annaberg 

 

Andreas uses traditional, “hands-off” winemaking approach, focusing on 

growing premium quality grapes, vinifing each parcel separately and only 

using indigenous yeast. His wines are crafted with light filtration and 

without fining. 

Andreas believes in, and employs, techniques which show the character of 

each variety and terroir of the region: various kinds of slate deposits on the 

bank of the Mosel for Riesling and Weissburgunder (Pinot Blanc) and 

gravel, sand, loam, loess, limestone soils in Pfalz, dedicated mostly for 

Pinot Noir, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. 
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ANDREAS BENDER 

KULINA GEWÜZTRAMINER 

SKU: 762196 

Region: Pfalz 

Classification: Pfalz QBA 

Vintage: 2017 
 

Grapes: 100% Gewürztraminer 
 

Vineyard: Single, south-facing vineyard in the Haardt mountains 
 

Soil Composition: Chalk 
 

Vineyard Training: Guyot 
 

Density/Yield: 80 hl/ha 
 

Fermentation: Long, spontaneous fermentation 
 

Vinification: No intervention wine-making, cool ferment in large oak casks 

Aging: Large old oak casks (no new oak) 

Alcohol: 11.50% 
 

Residual Sugar: 4 g/l 
 

PH: 3.85 g/l 
 

TA: 6 g/l 

Free S02: 40 

Total S02: 60 

 

Tasting Note 

A beautiful nose of rose petals, mango puree, pear, with a hint of nutmeg and cloves. Lush mouth 
feel, there is a roundness to the lychee fruit, pear and baking spice flavours. A dry Gewürztraminer, 
with a clean and refreshing finish. A wine of great balance and structure.  

Pairing Suggestion 

A cheese lovers dream: Beemster, gouda, piave, mimolette, and baked brie with mango chutney. 
Aromatic Thai and Asian dishes, Tom Kha soup, and pineapple curry. Delicious with roast duck, 
next day make a yummy salad with the leftovers add orange segments, toasted almonds and open 
another bottle. 

Sales Facts: 

 Sustainable farming with no intervention wine making with natural yeast create terroir expressive wines 

 Aromatic, and lush, beautifully balanced with acidity, and without residual sugar for a dry finish. 

 Temperature controlled fermentation in stainless steel tanks to capture the exotic flavours of 
Gewürztraminer while maintaining a good balancing acidity. 
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